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Secondary field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), Raman
spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were used to investigate native near-isogenic
soft and hard wheat kernels and their roller milled flours. FE SEM images of flat-polished interior
endosperm indicated distinct differences between soft and hard wheats with less internal continuity in
the soft wheat, whereas individual starch granules were much less evident in the hard kernel due to
a more continuous matrix. AFM images revealed two different microstructures. The interior of the hard
kernel had a granular texture with distinct individual spheroid features of 10e50 nm while the images
obtained for the soft kernel revealed less distinct small grains and more larger features, possibly micro-
structural features of starch granules. Raman spectra resolved identical distinct frequencies for both
kernel types with slightly different intensities between types. Finally, the chemical surface compositions
of flour for these two types of kernels obtained by XPS provided subtle insight into the differences
between soft and hard wheat kernels. These combined advanced microscopic and spectroscopic analyses
provide additional insight into the differences between the soft and hard wheat kernels.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Kernel texture (“hardness”) is a fundamental and over-arching
property of wheat (Triticum spp.) grain. In hexaploid wheat (Triti-
cum aestivum), two major texture classes are recognized and are
referred to simply as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ (‘floury’ and ‘vitreous’ kernels
may exist in either texture class, Morris, 2002). This distinction is
included in most marketing systems around the world as it influ-
ences many aspects of milling, flour particle size, starch damage,
processing and food product properties. The genetic basis for the
difference between soft and hard wheat is now well known. Soft
texture results from the presence of puroindoline a and pur-
oindoline b genes together in a particular primary structure
(Morris, 2002; Bhave and Morris, 2008a, b). If genetic mutation
alters the primary structure or interferes with expression, hard
texture results. The mechanism by which puroindolines soften
kernels is essentially unknown.What is known is that soft and hard
: þ1 509 335 8573.
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r Ltd.
wheat endosperms differ in their fundamental material properties
as evidenced by failure stress, failure strain and failure energy
(Morris et al., 2008a, b). These differences are ascribed to differ-
ences in adhesion between cell constituents, namely starch gran-
ules and protein matrix, and possibly cell walls. Currently, powerful
microscopic and spectroscopic techniques such as atomic force
microscopy, Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
are available to study this important phenomenon. The examina-
tion of endosperm from soft and hard wheat kernels with these
techniques has not heretofore been attempted on native kernels
and flours in the absence of special treatments such as sputter
coating for FE SEM, UV/ozone treatment, soaking inwater ormixing
with other ingredients. A notable feature of the present work is the
use of genetically near-isogenic lines.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool to charac-
terize flat surfaces without special preparation from the microm-
eter to nanometer scale. Yet, until recently it has not been used
extensively in food science research. Its utilization has been
growing rapidly, however, with studies of rheology in food
biopolymers (Morris et al., 2001), the surface of starch granules of
barley (Baker et al., 2001), maize (Juszczak et al., 2003; Ohtani et al.,
2000) and pea (Ridout et al., 2006). It has also been used to image
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bacteria (Bolshakova et al., 2004) and the skin of peaches (Yang
et al., 2004). Its basic principle is explained in depth in the litera-
ture (Binnig et al., 1986; Dufrene, 2001; Yang and Shao, 1995). We
used the AFM in this work to analyze the endosperm of genetically
near-isogenic soft and hard wheat kernels. The surface morphology
contributes insight as to the differences between these two kernel
texture types, and therefore information as to the manifestations of
puroindolines and kernel texture.

Spectroscopic techniques such as Raman and X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) can be used to examine differences
between soft and hard wheat samples and allow quantification of
constituents. The use of Raman spectroscopy in food science anal-
ysis has increased dramatically during the last two decades. Studies
on carbohydrates (Bulkin et al., 1987; Arboleda and Loppnow, 2000;
Synytsya et al., 2003; Fechner et al., 2005), lipids (Strehle et al.,
2006), changes in proteineprotein interactions (Howell et al.,
1999), proteinelipid interactions (Meng et al., 2005), and pro-
teinecarbohydrate interactions (Alizadeh-Pasdar et al., 2002) in
food systems have been performed. Characteristic frequencies of
chemical functional groups and their intensities can be determined
by Raman spectroscopy. Quantitative surface chemical composition
and chemical energy shift of the composing elements of most
materials can be obtained by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). The energy shift translates to chemical bonding information.

Spectroscopic techniques have been widely used by others
(Neethirajan et al., 2008; Rouxhet et al., 2008; Barton and
Himmelsbach, 2002) For instance, near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) is routinely used for quality testing of crossbred materials
from wheat breading programs (Osborne, 2001) and on-line
monitoring of starch damage, moisture content, and protein
(Barron and Rouau, 2008). Its utilization requires, however,
a rigorous calibration against reference samples of grains and
flours. Piot et al. (2000, 2001) examined differences in soft and hard
wheat grains from different varieties. The specific varieties were
not identified, but observations related to interstitial protein
between starch granules and changes in arabinoxylan content
could not be conclusively associated with kernel texture (i.e.,
results were confounded with variety).

In this study, we applied advancedmicroscopic and spectroscopic
techniques to investigate differences in genetically near-isogenic soft
and hard wheat kernels and their corresponding roller milled flour
with no special treatments (tissue fixation, UV/ozone treated, sputter
coating, soaking inwater and/or mixed with other ingredients).
2. Experimental

Wheat kernels were from the near-isogenic soft and hard wheat
lines developed in the spring cultivar Alpowa (Morris and King,
2008). Flours of each were prepared using standard milling oper-
ations and a modified Quadrumat (C.W. Brabender Instruments,
Inc., South Hackensack, NJ) laboratory roller mill (Jeffers and
Rubenthaler, 1977). Protein content was obtained using combus-
tion nitrogen determination (Dumas, Leco FP-428, Leco Corp., St.
Joseph, MI) (Approved Method 46-30, AACCI 2000), and a conver-
sion factor of 5.7. Moisture content was determined using ther-
mogravimetric analysis (Leco TGA-601).

Prior to imaging, the kernels were glued to metallic plucks with
cyanoacrylate (‘superglue’) and polished in three steps with Fandeli
coated abrasive (SiC) starting at 600 grading followed by 1200 and
1500 grading. The kernel faces were then blown gently with
compressed air (Gust Easy Duster, Stoner, Quarryville, PA) to
remove residual flour produced by the polishing.

One sample of each kernel type were imaged by secondary field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE SEM) without sputter
coating on a Quanta 200F microscope (FEI Co., Hillsboro, OR) under
the conditions andmagnifications shown on each figure (see Fig. 1).

Interior endosperm microstructure information was obtained
on the same SEM samples and on at least three more different
kernels of each type from the same pool of wheat by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). A Nanoscope III (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) was
used in contact mode to produce the topographic images. An
ultrasharp Si cantilever with radius of curvature of 10 nm and
spring constant of 2 N/m was used to generate the images. A
scanning probe imaging process, SPIP, commercial software
(ImageMetrology A/S, Horsholm, Denmark) was used to process the
raw images. Planefit and median filtering 5� 5 were the only
processings applied to the images unless specified otherwise in the
captions. An Advantage 200A Raman spectrometer (DeltaNu Inc.,
Laramie, WY) with 5 mW power laser, 632 nm light and 1800 lines/
mm was used to record Raman spectra of wheat flour obtained
from soft and hard wheat. This technique provided only a relative
comparison (presence or absence of bands and intensity of bands)
between the two types of wheat due to the limited resolution of
this spectrometer (10 cm�1). Raman spectroscopy was used on five
different samples from the same flour. The spectra are the average
of 1000 scans. An integration time of 25 s was used. The real-time
baseline subtraction was applied to remove fluorescence from the
spectra. In addition, a 51 points Savitsky-Golay smoothing filtering
was applied to the spectra to enhance the bands and reduce the
noise level.

The XPS analysis was performed with an Axis-165 (Kratos
Analytical Inc. Manchester, UK). Achromatic X-ray radiation of
1253.6 eV (MgKa) was utilized as the XPS excitation source for
acquiring all photoelectron spectra. The binding energies were
calibrated against the Au 4f7/2 peak taken to be located at 84.19 eV
and Ag 3d5/2 peak at 368.46 eV. The base pressure of the analyzing
chamber was 7�10�10 Torr. The curve fitting of the O 1s and C 1s
data was performed with CasaXPS commercial software (Casa
Software Ltd., Teignmouth, Devon, UK) with full width half
maximum (FWHM) of about 1.8 eV and a GaussianeLorentzian line
shape (GL30) for all components of the same peak. The flour
samples were pressed against 99.99% pure indium flattened shots
(Alfa Aesar) prior to placing the samples in the vacuum chamber.
The spectra of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon were shifted by the
same energy to correct for a small static charging to set CeC or CeH
component of C1s at binding energy (BE¼ 284.6 eV).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. FE SEM images

Field emission (FE) SEM (without sputter coating) was used first
to examine the native polished exposed interior endosperm from
soft and hard near-isogenic wheat kernels. Fig. 1A and B shows the
general preparation of soft and hard kernels, respectively, for AFM.
Kernels were polished to expose the central endosperm. At this
magnification, only the general morphology of the caryopses is
discernible. Fig. 1C and D provide approximately 50-fold greater
magnification. At this resolution, discrete features are visible aswell
as some topography. In the soft wheat endosperm, features were
visible that would likely be large A-type starch granules and smaller
B-type starch granules. A continuous proteinmatrixwas not present
and the polished surface was irregular with a significant amount of
cross-sectional area below the polishing plane. The hard wheat
endosperm (Fig. 1D) in contrast did not reveal easily discernable A-
type starch granules, although discontinuities of approximately the
correct size (ca. 20 mm) were present. These discontinuities were
often bright due to charging of the edges of these features. Smaller
bodies that could correspond to B-type granules were present.



Fig. 1. FE SEM of the intact soft (A, C, E) and hard (B, D, F) near-isogenic wheat kernels showing the exposed interior polished surface. These specimens were used for FE SEM images
of greater resolution (CeF). The box indicates the generalized area that AFM images were derived (Fig. 2). FE SEM conditions, magnification and scale bar appear in the bottom of
the image.
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However, by-and-large, much of the cross-sectional surface
appeared to lie within the polishing plane and was much more
continuous. Upon further magnification (Fig. 1E and F), further
topography was revealed. In the soft endosperm, what would be
construed as an A-type granule was seen to be polished through its
interior and a slightly rough, almost ‘flaked’ appearancewas present
at the polished plane. Charging of these ‘micro’ edges enhanced the
visibility of these features. Other features were present on the scale
of B-type starch granules and these lay below the polishing plane.
The hard wheat endosperm at the greatest magnification (Fig. 1F)
showed considerable topography, even though much of the cross-
sectional area appeared to lie near the polishing plane. Fewer
discrete features were observed with some areas fairly smooth and
others with noticeable edges that were enhanced due to charging.
These FE SEM images indicated distinct differences between near-
isogenic soft and hardwheat endosperm, and provided insight as to
the utility of the polishing procedure for AFM analysis.
3.2. AFM images

The microstructure of any “flat” surface is easily analyzed by
atomic force microscopy (AFM). We used the technique to obtain
the surface morphology of exposed, polished endosperm from soft
and hard wheat kernels under ambient conditions. Fig. 2 shows
100�100 mm AFM images of both types of kernels. Fig. 2A shows
the AFM image obtained for the soft wheat kernel endosperm.
Clusters formed by starch granules dominate the image with fewer
distinct, individual smaller features. The average roughness is
1739 nm and the surface area ratio (surface area/scanning area) was
about 2.2. The hard kernel endosperm surface morphology (Fig. 2B)
was noticeably different. AFM revealed a granular texture with
larger features ranging in size from 10 to 50 nm with an average
roughness of 2053 nm. The surface area ratio was about 3.8. This
difference in surface area ratio between soft and hard wheat
endosperm could be explained by a lower density of starch in the



Fig. 2. AFM images acquired in height mode of intact soft (A, C, E) and hard (B, D, F) near-isogenic wheat interior polished endosperm; 100� 100 mm (A and B); 25� 25 mm (C and
D); 5� 5 mm (E and F). These images were acquired at the generalized (boxed) area indicated in Figs. 2 and 1, respectively.
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case of the soft wheat kernel, but may also be a direct result of the
fundamental differences between adhesion/microscopic structure
and composition of soft and hard kernels. Fig. 2C and D are higher
resolution AFM images (25� 25, and 5� 5 mm, respectively). These
AFM micrographs support the difference in microstructure
between the two types of wheat kernel endosperm seen in the
larger-scale images. For instance, distinct clusters are easily seen in
Fig. 2E. The clusters are 1e3 mm across with smaller features on the
order of 100e500 nm. These very small features are not evident in
the hard endosperm (Fig. 2F) in which distinct individual features
of about 1 mm were present. Although the morphological/topo-
graphical differences in microstructure between these two kernel
types were relatively small, the AFM was able to image it. It should
be noted that these specimens were physically disturbed, i.e. pol-
ished, and that physicalechemical differences at a microscopic
level could respond differently to the polishing process.
3.3. Raman spectra

Peaks in Raman spectroscopy can be related to specific chemical
functional groups and their positions are sensitive to the local envi-
ronment. Photons of light interact with the sample to produce scat-
tered radiation of different wavelengths; the difference between
incident and scattered wavelengths is the Raman shift and is
expressed in wavenumbers (cm�1). In this study, we measured
several distinct broad bands in the regions of 280 cm�1,
480e580 cm�1, 760 cm�1, 940 cm�1, 1130e1390 cm�1, 1460 cm�1

and 1660 cm�1 as seen in Fig. 3A. Aweak bandwas also measured at
2905 cm�1 (Fig. 3B). The spectra shown in the figures were corrected
for fluorescence emission and smoothed using the SavitzkyeGolay
algorithm (local second order polynomial regression; filtering). Note
that the main concern in this study was to identify differences
between soft and hardwheat flour of the Alpowa near-isogenic lines.



Fig. 3. Raman spectra obtained on near-isogenic soft and hard wheats flours; (A)
200e1800 cm�1, (B) 2500e3250 cm�1. A real-time baseline subtraction and 51 points
smoothing SeG filtering was apply to the spectra. Note the difference in intensity of
the bands between soft and hard flours.

Table 1
Tentative assignment of Raman bands in near-isogenic soft and hard wheat flours.

Raman shift (cm�1) Assignment

279 (CeC), bending
486e580 (m) (SeS),a stretching
764 (s) W18 Trpa

935 (s) (CeC),a arabinoxylan,b stretching
1136 (w) W13 Trp,a arabinoxylanb

1256 (w) (Amide III, W11 Trp),a CeC stretchingb

1338 (m) W7 Trp,a COC and COb

1463 (s) (CH2 or CH3),a CH and COH bendingb

1661 (Phenolic ring/Trp),a Phenolic ringb

2905 (symmetricCH2-asymetricCH3
a),a bending

a Sandras et al. (2009).
b Barron and Rouau (2008).

Table 2
Surface atomic concentration (At%) of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen of wheat flours.

Wheat kernel Element Binding energy
(eV)

At%

Soft O 531.3
532.6
534.3

13.9
3.2
2.7

N 399.7 3.0
C 284.6

286.5
288.2

52.2
16.8
8.2

Hard O 531.3
532.4
534.3

11.7
3.4
2.5

N 399.7 3.3
C 284.6

286.5
288.3

57.6
14.7
6.8
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Although the same Raman shifts were measured for both types of
flour, the intensity of the bands differed. A tentative assignment of
these bands is summarized in Table 1 that follows the work of Piot
et al. (2000, 2001) and Barron and Rouau (2008) on wheat grain,
andofSandraset al. (2009)onpuroindolinea.The intensitydifference
between the two types of flour cannot be easily explained. However,
relative intensity ratios of bands in the 400e600 cm�1 and
1020e1650 cm�1 could be used to assess arabino-to-xylan substitu-
tion and/or phenolic acid contents as observed by Barron and Rouau
(2008). For instance, the band at 486 cm�1 compared with 579 cm�1

for soft andhardflour isdifferent. A ratioof 0.34wasestimated for the
soft flour compared to 0.57 for hard flour. Similarly the ratio of the
weak band around 1660 cm�1 to the band at about 1136 cm�1 gives
a relative content of phenolic acid. Values of 0.25 and 0.16 were
obtained for soft and hard, respectively. Although it is not possible to
explain why a wheat kernel is soft or hard based only on Raman
spectroscopy, the technique provided some insight into the chemical
functional groups. This is ingoodagreementwith the resultsof Barton
and Himmelsbach (2002) who applied vibrational spectroscopy to
analyze wheat and concluded that the spectral difference between
soft and hard was very small. In conclusion, the broad Raman bands
measured at w500 cm�1, w750 cm�1, w1000 cm�1,
1100e1300 cm�1 andw1450 cm�1 are consistent with data found in
the literature (Barton and Himmelsbach, 2002; Centre for Advanced
Microscopy (CfAM), 2006; Cao et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009) for
wheat flour. For instance, bands in the region of 480e650 cm�1 are
attributed to the distribution of starch (Celedon and Aguilera, 2002;
Baranska et al., 2005), bands in the region of 650e800 cm�1 to CeH
bending, in the regionof900e1150 cm�1 are associatedwithCeCand
CeO stretching (carbohydrates) (Centre for Advanced Microscopy
(CfAM), 2006) and in the region of 1400e1500 cm�1 to the CeH
bending and C]O stretch in COO (proteins) (Dhanasettakorn, 2008).
Theweakbandatabout2905 cm�1wasassigned toaCeHstretchand
was also observed by Barton andHimmelsbach (2002). In conclusion,
Raman spectroscopy can point towards differences in flours, but
a narrow and specific interpretation of the bands in these complex
systems remains equivocal.

3.4. XPS spectra

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to differentiate the
surface chemical composition of the two types of flours. This
technique uses soft X-rays to eject electrons from the surface of
a sample. The energy at which the electrons are ejected is charac-
teristic of an element (with the exception of hydrogen) and the area
under the peak generated is used to obtain quantitative informa-
tion expressed in relative atomic concentration percentage (At%).
Table 2 summarizes the relative atomic concentration of carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen measured for both wheat flours. Note that in
this work we were unable to detect sulfur in our samples due to its
very low content and high noise level in our XPS spectra. The
energy shift measured with XPS was used to obtain chemical
bonding information as seen in Fig. 4. The XPS spectra of N 1s
(Fig. 4A) display a single peak at w399.7 eV characteristic of amide
or amine for both soft and hard wheat flours. In contrast, the XPS
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Fig. 4. XPS spectra obtained on near-isogenic soft and hard wheat flours. (A) nitrogen
(N 1s); single peak at BE¼ 399.8 eV. (B) oxygen (O 1s); the main peak is deconvoluted
with three distinct peaks labeled I, II and III. (C) carbon (C 1s); the spectra can be
deconvoluted with three distinct peaks labeled I, II and III.
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spectra of O 1s and C 1s can be deconvoluted with three peaks.
Fig. 4B shows the O 1s spectra in which the three peaks are labeled
I, II and III. The energy position of these peaks is 531.3, 532.5 and
534.3 eV, respectively. The peaks are assigned, (1) to oxygen doubly
bonded to carbon, due to carboxyl and ester (peak I), (2) to oxygen
making single bonds with carbon (peak II), and (3) to oxygen singly
bonded to carbon (peak III). Fig. 4C displays the XPS spectra of C 1s.
Three deconvoluted peaks labeled I, II and III are attributed to Ce(C,
H) at BEw 284.7 eV (I), to Ce(O, N) at about 286.5 eV (II) and to
CeCeO or C]O for the peak at w288.2 eV (III). The concentration
of proteins can be estimated by the ratio oxygen/carbon. The
calculated ratios O/C for soft and hard wheat flours are 0.26 and
0.22, respectively. The assignments for C, O and N and the ratio O/C
are in relatively good agreement with the work done by Rouxhet
et al. (2008). The estimated ratios O to N are 6.6 and 5.3, respec-
tively. These ratios (O/C and O/N) are rough estimates because
a more detailed calculation of carbohydrate (CeO) and peptide
(NeC]O) contributions is not possible due to the fact that carbon
and oxygen are involved in several possible chemical species.
Dumas elemental nitrogen content of these two flours was equal at
2.0% (9.7% protein on a 14% moisture basis). In conclusion, XPS
measurements provided some insight into the chemical concen-
tration of the different species constituting wheat flours but an
accurate quantification of protein and carbohydrate in these
complex systems (wheat flour) is not possible with this technique.

The four techniques used in this work have unique inherent
limitations. They were utilized to assess differences between kernel
types. Each technique provides different information. SEM uses an
energetic electron beam that could generate very high resolution
images. However, charging effect (brighter lines/features as seen in
Fig 1) if not neutralized (by coating the surface with carbon or gold)
can often make high resolution imaging impossible. Larger-scale
images (a few mm) are easily obtained (Fig. 1A and B) and differ-
ence in microstructure quickly assessed (Fig. 1CeF). In contrast,
AFM imaging is possible on any flat surfaces independent of the
type of material (insulator or conductor) from the micron to
nanometer scale. However, rough surfaces (>5 mm) are impossible
to image due to the scanner limited travelling distance often
requiring the polishing of the surface. On the other hand, AFM
allows topographic information of a surface (e.g. average rough-
ness, particle and pore analysis, height, diameter and area distri-
butions and the display of 3D images) which is not possible with
SEM. We report in this contribution the average roughness of the
surface and surface area ratio obtained with the AFM. Raman
provides chemical information such as vibrational bands (func-
tional groups) and vibrational modes (summarized in Table 1) and
frequencies which is not possible with XPS. Raman spectroscopy
allows quantitative information by using the relative intensities of
the bands to assess for instance the arabino-to-xylan substitution
and the phenolic acid contents, as done in this work (Fig. 3) and by
Barton and Himmelsbach (2002). On the other hand, XPS analysis
yields surface relative chemical composition (detected elements)
and chemical bonding information of these elements as seen in
Fig. 4B and C and summarized in Table 2 which is not possible with
Raman, SEM and AFM. In summary, based on their own specificity,
these four techniques identified differences between soft and hard
wheat kernels that could be used as starting points towards a better
understanding of this important phenomenon.

4. Conclusion

In this contribution we have used four different techniques to
image and probe soft and hard wheat kernel endosperms and their
corresponding roller milled flours. Secondary field emission scan-
ning electron microscopy (FE SEM) revealed microstructure
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differences between interior polished soft and hard wheat endo-
sperms. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images also identified
different morphological and topographical features between soft
and hard kernels. The hard kernel exhibited amore granular texture
consisting of distinct spheroid features (10e50 nm in diameter),
while granular clustering was observed in the soft kernel endo-
sperm. The hard kernel showed a higher surface ratio (surface area/
scanning area) than the soft kernel indicating a denser endosperm
that could be related to the fundamental differences between
adhesion/microscopic structure and composition between the
kernels. Raman spectroscopy showed several distinct but similar
bands for both flours. However, the intensity and relative intensity
ratios of the bands were different for soft compared to hard wheat
flour. This result could be used to access arabinoxylan and/or
phenolic acid contents in the two types of flour. Finally, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, showed that the carbon and
oxygen peaks can be deconvoluted into three chemical species and
that the concentration of carbon, oxygen and nitrogenwere slightly
different between soft and hard wheat flour. Although the primary
difference between soft and hard kernel endosperm texture still
awaits a full explanation, the present work contributes to the
ongoing research aimed tounderstand this important phenomenon.
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